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The First 100 Days:
Exciting times for RMI
Analytics!
From the desk of Brent Atthill,
Managing Director, RMI Analytics GmbH

An exciting journey started February 1, 2020 with the change of ownership at RMI Analytics
and our ‘First 100 Days’ have flown by in a blur, aided by the unforeseen global COVID-19
pandemic. We have many accomplishments for which to be proud, in particular in our
continued efforts to service our valued clients, and we will always strive to improve further.
Recently, we’ve made two significant announcements: RMI’s 2021 Conference, and RMI’s
Insight Tours. The 2021 World Barley, Malt, & Beer Conference will be held in Antwerp,
Belgium, with Boortmalt, Masters of Malt as our Main Sponsor. In 2019, Boortmalt’s acquisition
of Cargill Malt triggered a major change to the malting industry landscape, and with that, an
opportunity was created to host the RMI Conference in the epicenter of this transformational
deal. I’m extremely pleased Yvan and the whole Boortmalt team are with us on this journey.
I look forward to seeing you in Antwerp for another great RMI Conference.
The COVID-19 pandemic has created many challenges for all of us and that is true for RMI as
well, but it has also opened many opportunities. RMI has begun hosting global webinars as a
means for participants to stay connected during this uncertain and difficult pandemic. At the
same time, Government imposed restrictions in travel offer further complexities, especially
when considering our Insight Tour schedule. Ultimately, the pandemic has pushed us to be
innovative in our thinking, and you can see this in our announcement for our Insight Tours,
where the upcoming France Tour will be a Virtual Tour. We envision that these virtual aspects
of our business will remain with us long after the COVID-19 pandemic fades from the picture.
The term, Insight Tour is also new and reflects RMI’s strategic view that in-country tours must
offer participants a full supply chain view in each region visited. Attendees will still have the
opportunity to walk barley fields and visit research stations but as importantly, they will visit
with maltsters and brewers to ‘close the loop’ on the full supply chain story. This complete
supply chain view will ensure participants come away from the Insight Tours informed, and
better prepared to make key decisions for their business.
Lastly, we continue to improve the RMI Journal and with that the key insights provided to you,
our valued client. We are actively seeking feedback which has been tremendously constructive,
often very frank, and generally very positive. We appreciate the feedback; we will continue to
listen and focus on continuous improvements in everything we do. After all, meeting clients’
needs through the provision of market insights and networking opportunities is what RMI must
deliver and by doing so we can support our clients’ business success.
Stay safe,
Brent Atthill
Managing Director, RMI Analytics
M: +41 79 859 7099
E: brent.atthill@rmi-analytics.com
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RMI Analytics’ Market Insights and Networking Events:
RMI’s Insight Tours: Stay Informed!

RMI’s World Barley, Malt, & Beer Conference is going to Antwerp!
Join us, March 23-26, 2021
Main Conference Sponsor:

Boortmalt, Masters of Malt

RMI Analytics Webinars: Connect Globally!
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Weather, Crop Development, and Price Trends
EU Weather and Crop Development
Image #1

Crops in Europe are planted and generally
look ‘ok’ but it must be noted the crop season
to date has been variable. Reports of uneven
crop development are surfacing, and the early
stress will preclude an above average crop
outcome in our view.
Rainfall is always welcomed at this time of
year and there is some light rain forecast for
the major European growing areas as noted
by Image #1.
For western Europe, winter crops have
experienced the most variability (extreme
wet to dry conditions) which will have a yield
impact; quality is still expected to be normal.
In the UK, crop development is uneven but

generally good but with a lot of variability within and across regions. Southern England has
received good rains and generally looks good, while eastern and north-central England have
greater variability while Scotland a bit dry in the east. French crop development is good but
behind the good ratings from 2019.
In Russia/Ukraine, barley planting progress is approaching 80% which remains slightly ahead
of the 5-Yr average. Dry conditions have negatively impacted winter crops including barley.
Yield impact is irreversible but further negative impacts can be avoided if good rains fall. For
wheat, latest production estimates are being revised downward by 1% which would apply to
barley as well.
Bottom Line: European crops would benefit from the rains that are forecasted which will provide

much needed improved moisture conditions ahead of the upcoming summer heat. Presuming
a normal weather pattern for the next two months, EU Crop production will still be reduced
from 2019 levels (on a similar planted area) due to slightly lower yield expectations. Crop
production is estimated at 60.4M tons (versus 63.0M in 2019). Any deviation from normal
weather (e.g. lack of rain) would further reduce yield reductions and possibly negative quality
impacts as well. We are watching with interest the upcoming summer weather season which
normally provide some market volatility – stay tuned!
EU Price Trends

The price story remains primarily Crop 2020 focused, but that story is getting much more
interesting with the announcement of the Chinese Import Tariff on Australian barley, which
was applied this week with immediate effect. Already, questions are swirling about increased
Chinese demand from European origins to offset Australian barley.
For Crop 2019, the story is all about feed barley as COVID-19 has created an immediate
inventory management challenge for malting barley which maltsters (and brewers) are sorting
out. Otherwise, there is virtually no trade of old crop malting barley, and any surplus supply
will need to find its way into feed barley channels.
France

The nominal uptick in prices appears to be more related to lack of farmer selling than any
change in fundamentals. French barley remains competitively priced in both old crop and new
crop, in both feed and malting barley but the scenario is changing quickly.
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For feed barley, France has competed mainly with Black Sea the past several months for Saudi
business, but there is new competition entering the picture with Australia prices indicated
below USD180/ton FOB. Rouen Feed prices at USD 184 will need to move lower in order to
remain competitive.
A similar situation is developing for new crop malting barley as well, with increased competition
coming from both Australia and Argentina. The healthy spread for French new crop malting
will be challenged in our view under this increasingly competitive landscape.
France: Prices Basis FOB Creil per tons, Basis July

France: Prices Basis FOB Mosel per tons, Basis July

Table #1

+ / –
Protein

EUR

EUR

EUR/USD

USD

+ / –

+ / –

+ / –

Table #2

Protein

EUR

EUR

EUR/USD

USD

USD

Crop 2019
Feed Barley*

-

150

-1

1.092

165

-1.2

Crop 2019

USD

6r Winter Etincel

11,5%

155

+1

1.092

168

+1.3

6r Winter Etincel

11,5%

152

+1

1.092

165

+1.3

2r Spring (Planet)
Crop 2020

11,5%

158

+1

1.092

171

+1.3

2r Spring (Planet)**

11,5%

155

+1

1.092

168

+1.3

6r Winter Etincel
2r Spring (Planet)

11,5%
11,5%

Crop 2020
6r Winter Etincel
2r Spring (Planet)

11,5%
11,5%

167
172

+2
+2

1.098
1.098

180
185

+2.4
+2.4

Source: RMI Analytics

168
180

+2
+2

1.098
1.098

181
194

+2.4
+2.5

Prices valid as of 20.05.20

Note: Old crop prices are indications

Source: RMI Analytics

Prices valid as of 20.05.20

*Creil feed barley price is estimated based upon reported Rouen export values
**Malting barley with specification min. 9.5% protein

United Kingdom Price Trends

Winter crop production expected at 2.6M tons (down nearly 26%) offset by an increase in
Spring Production to 5.8M tons (up 29%). While old crop trade is virtually non-existent, there
have been new malting barley crop trades in the Oct-Dec’20 period. Prices are indicated
EUR~163/ton FOB UK Port (e.g. Southern England) which discounted enough to attract
continental buying interest. Of course, the shipping window is limited to 2020 due to the
uncertainty surrounding Brexit but there was demand which was seeking coverage and the UK
market priced itself in such a way to participate.
Denmark-South Sweden Price Trends
Denmark-South Sweden: Prices FOB per tons, nearby

Table #3

+ / –

+ / –

Crop 2019 (1/6)

Protein
11,5%

EUR
160

EUR
-2

EUR/USD
1.09

USD
175

USD
-1.9

Crop 2020 (10/3)

11,5%

173

0

1.10

190

+0.3

Source: RMI Analytics

Prices valid as of 20.05.20

Market remains quiet in Scandinavia with old
crop indicated EUR 160/ton. We have left New
Crop unchanged at EUR173 but the news of UK
barley trading into continental Europe is worth
noting and could pressure prices going
forward.

Russia/Ukraine Price Trends

Domestic grain prices remain strong in local currencies led by tight old crop stock levels and
wheat export quota. For feed barley, prices to farmer have reduced 2-3 USD. Export feed
prices remain steady at ~181 USD FOB Black Sea but similar to France will need to move lower
to compete which we expect will occur as harvest approaches.
Canada Weather and Crop Development
North America (USA and Canada)

StatsCanada estimates a ~2% reduction in
planted area which aligns with industry estimates
of -5% to unchanged. Weather has been
favourable for progressing seeding, and farmers
have moved quickly to get the crop planted.
Widespread rain is forecast for the coming week,
see Image #2, which may slow up the last planting
activity but otherwise will be welcomed. The USA
crop is largely planted and would also benefit from
the moisture in the forecast.

Image #2
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North America Price Trends

Overall, malting barley prices are mostly unchanged in both the USA and Canada as contracted
volumes are more than sufficient in the current demand scenario. For domestic contracts, there
have been reports of old crop contracts being rolled to new crop in order to re-balance coverage
levels. On an export price basis, 2019 Crop remains at USD 250/ton FOB, while 2020 Crop
moves up USD5 to USD 245/ton. These prices remain detached from the global prices.
For feed barley, farmer prices are slightly lower which reflect the good prospects for a sizable
2020 crop. As a result, export prices are indicated at USD185/ton (down USD5), which aligns
with global price trend. Canadian export prices for Malting and Feed barley will need to work
lower in order to compete in this bearish environment.
Argentina Weather and Crop Development
Market still expects an area reduction due to strong wheat prices with barley area expected in the
range of 850-900k. RMI is using the lower end of this range in our projection for for 2020 Crop
Production at 3.4M tons (versus 3.8M in 2019). This estimate aligns with USDA planted area
forecast and production at 3.3M tons. In addition to the farmer shift to wheat due to higher
return potential, the weaker barley demand for brewers may further support farmers’ decision to
plant wheat. There has been rain over the past month and more in the forecast which makes for
good soil conditions for seeding.
Argentina Price Trends

Malting barley prices have dropped to USD200/ton FOB in both Crop 2019 and 2020. FAS
prices to farmers are lower: Feed USD135/ton, both old and new crop; Malting USD150/ton –
old, and USD160 new. Argentine feed price is competitive with Europe and Black Sea feed
barley while malting barley is in line with European Crop 2020 values. The efforts to hold prices
in anticipation of a lower Crop 2020 area/production appear to have been abandoned. In our
view, this is evidence of demand backing up due to the coronavirus.
Australia Weather and Crop Development

Australia remains in the midst of a dramatic turnaround from the east-coast drought the past
two years. Rain continues to fall across much of Southern Queensland, New South Wales and
Victoria; Western Australia and South Australia require in-crop moisture but much too early to
be concerned. RMI is holding our estimate for Crop 2020 production at 9.8M tons while some
traders feel the potential for 10.0-10.5M tons is possible. Aussie farmers may pull back slightly
on barley planting due to the Chinese tariff which suggests a 9.8-10.0M ton crop is fair.
Australian Price Trends

Chinese launches 5-Yr barley tariff on
Australian barley at a punitive 80% tariff
level. The threat of the tariff had already
triggered a sell-off and possibly the tariff
is already priced into the market. Until
proven otherwise the trend remains
downward and the tariff has now placed a
dark cloud over the Australian market.

Australian Malting & Feed Barley prices FOB, USD/ton
Table #4

Crop 2019/20 +/- USD

Crop 2020/21*

+/- USD

Adelaide - Malt 1

210

-6

201

-9

Geelong - Malt 1

205

-8

200

-10

Kwinana - Malt 1

215

+2

207

-6

Kwinana - Feed

205

+2

188

-2

Esperance - Malt 1

210

+2

203

Source: RMI Analytics

*New crop values indicative.

Prices valid as of

-5
20.05.20

One of the key questions is whether Chinese maltsters will still find a way to import Australian
barley and re-export malt (drawing back the tariff impact).
The price trend is clearly down and within those prices is some adjustment in the price spreads
between Port Zones, with eastern prices dropping slightly more price than WA. We attribute
this to the fact it is still early in WA and the need for further moisture remains. For now,
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confidence is slightly higher in SA, VIC, and NSW for a good crop outcome which is setting the
bearish tone. At these price levels Australia will be extremely competitive into Asian malt
markets and should gain market share over Europe and Chinese re-export.

World Malting Barley Price Summary
International Malting Barley prices FOB, USD/ton
Table #5

Crop 2019/20

+ / –
USD

Crop
2020/21**

+ / –
USD

Canada - Malt (Metcalfe)

250

0

245

+5

Canada - Feed Barley

190

0

185

+5

Western Australia - Malt 1

215

+2

207

-6

Western Australia - Feed
Argentina BB/Neco - Malt

205
200

+2
-10

188
200

-2
-10

Argentina BB/Neco - Feed

180

0

180

0

France Rouen (Planet)*

185

+5

198

+1

Source: RMI Analytics

Prices valid as of

*calculated; Basis July

**New crop values are indicative only

20.05.20

A shock hit the world barley market
as the Chinese tariff is applied
immediately to Australian barley
(note the tariff applies to already
concluded business including cargos
on the water).
Canadian traders have increased
price indications in expectation of
increased demand from China.

Australian feed barley prices are moving lower (particularly on east-coast) in an effort to
become competitive in export feed channels (i.e. Saudi). Interestingly, discussions have been
raised about Black Sea ability to supply China with barley (feed barley we presume as malting
barley will be a challenge).
Image #3

Image #4

Source: IGC, EC

Global Malting Barley Prices
(US$/ton, FOB Port)
290

Crop 2020 Values

270

250

230

210

190

Canada

Australia

Argentina

France

09
.0
5.
20
20

09
.0
4.
20
20

09
.0
3.
20
20

09
.0
2.
20
20

09
.0
1.
20
20

09
.1
2.
20
19

09
.1
1.
20
19

09
.1
0.
20
19

09
.0
9.
20
19

09
.0
8.
20
19

09
.0
7.
20
19

09
.0
6.
20
19

09
.0
5.
20
19

170

Source: RMI Analytics

What does all this mean?
The Chinese Import Tariff is already having a profound impact on world prices and trade flows
which are expected to unfold. European prices, which have remained steady, have seen
increased competition from different corners of the world – for both malting and feed barley.
This is partially attributed to a lack of farmer selling (e.g. France) reducing current liquidity
which is not uncommon during this stage of new crop development. Overall, world malting
prices, excluding Canada, are narrowing together for Crop 2020 as available supply is
searching for demand.
As was stated several times previously, it remains extremely difficult to build a bullish scenario
from this market dynamic. At the moment, there appears to be an on-going effort to find the
bottom to this barley market with relatively ‘ok’ crop conditions amidst the continued
uncertainty of malting barley demand. This does not look good from a farmers’ perspective.
With lowering nominal prices and very narrow malting barley premiums, the risk will build to
the global barley farmer losing interest in malting barley at least, maybe even barley in
general.
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World Barley S+D Outlook 2020/21
Table #6

Worldwide Barley Supply & Demand
Worldwide
Harvested Area (Ha)
Yield
Production
Beginning Stocks
Imports

20/21

19/20

52.0

51.9

3.0

3.0

155.0

155.9

21.7

17.8

26.0

27.3

Supply

202.6

201.0

Use

150.5

152.1

Feed

104.0

103.8

Industrial

27.5

28.0

Other

19.0

20.3

Exports

26.0

27.3

Ending Stocks

26.1

21.7

M Hectares & tons;

20.05.2019

RMI Beer Production forecast,
released on the recent RMI
Webinar is shown on Image
#5 (right hand side). Asia and
North
America
(including
Mexico) lead the volume
decline due but the impacts
are truly felt globally.

The USDA is projecting a total world barley crop at 154.2M
tons, down 1.7M tons from the global barley crop 2019.
RMI’s estimate, Table #6, is slightly above the USDA but
still shows a decline. The differences are the prospects for
a big Australian crop, plus Canada and EU-27 holding
close to similar production as 2019. Russia, Ukraine, and
Argentina will be lower in 2020 and contribute to an
overall decline to a crop of ~155M tons.
Demand is a much more difficult to estimate as malting
demand remains a big question due to COVID-19. RMI is
currently forecasting a 6.9% reduction, Image #5, in beer
production which equates to >1.4M tons of barley demand
destruction.
For feed demand, the growing US corn crop and the
expected rebound in wheat production will keep
competition high for feed grains and therefore limit feed
barley’s ability to increase barley consumption.

, Image

Beer production recovery is
expected to take a minimum
1-2 years from the low point
established
during
the
COVID-19 crisis.

Image #5

Global Grain Market News
Image #6

Old crop wheat prices are stable which makes perfect sense given Russian Export Quota. As
we shift the focus to new crop, the story becomes a bit more comfortable (and bearish to a
degree). A rebound in Global Corn and Wheat production will build stocks in both cases. US
corn prices have leveled after a four month steady downward price decline. Tightness in old
crop wheat will remain for the short-term but the arrival of new crop will alleviate this
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tightness. We do not see outside markets changing the bearish scenario for world barley.
Currencies

The USD lost some ground to other currencies the past two weeks but generally exchange
rates remain within the same current bands experienced for months. The US Government
continues to inject huge stimulus funds into the recovery from COVID-19 which has contributed
to the slight decline in USD versus other currencies (Euro moving toward 1.10 to the USD,
GBP to 1.23 versus USD). UBS projects Euro improvement into the 1.15-1.20 range, which
would slightly reduce European malt competitiveness into export markets which are USD
denominated.

News on Barley, Malt, Hops and Beer
Theoretical malt prices per tons
Table #7
FOB Bulk Vessel
DAT Bulk Container
DAT Bagged Container
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
Two Row Spring: Crop 19/20
333
364
344
376
355
388
Six Row Winter: Crop 19/20
334
365
343
374
354
386
Two Row Spring: Crop 20/21
354
387
365
399
376
411
Six Row Winter: Crop 20/21
352
385
361
395
372
407
* Average Prices Western European Export Maltings delivered to Port position
** Based upon Average Crop Protein, prevailing varieties
EUR/USD
1.0919
FOB Bulk Vessel
DAT Bulk Container
DAT Bagged Container
Price Change Since Last Period
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
Two Row Spring: Crop 20/21
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.0
Theoretical European
Malt Prices

A small uptick in malt prices, see Table #7, due to barley prices and a minor currency
improvement for the Euro. As noted earlier, a large spread remains in place for new crop 2020
over Crop 19 and given the increased competitiveness of world barley this spread will face
pressure going forward.
There is increased social media traffic about the impacts of COVID-19 on local barley crops as
farmers adjust planting decisions in light of a dropping beer demand. For example, South
African farmers are planting barley in the midst of a Government lockdown of beer production
and alcohol sales, leading to a potential shift to other crops. We expect this phenomenon to
also apply in other regions (e.g. Mexico, South America) where local barley crops have a limited
customer base.
Hops

The Hops Industry has a well-established direct connection with craft brewers (as do many
maltsters) and concern is growing about the health of the craft sector due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Not surprisingly the greatest concern lies to the smaller sized brewers who are
wholly dependent on on-premise consumer interactions.
Physically, the hop crop is well established through the efforts of students/volunteers etc. to
address some isolated labour shortages (another direct impact of COVID-19 which closed
borders as previously reported). We have heard some growers will reduce inputs to save costs,
even at a yield loss, because brewer demand will undoubtedly be lower.
Beer
Latest retail alcohol sales in the USA continue to be impressive, Nielsen reporting the week

ending May 9th was up 35% over the same week a year ago; Mainstream +20%, SuperPremium Beer +33%. More impressive was Hard Seltzer revenues were up 334% for the same
period as that beverage phenomena continues on a powerful growth trajectory.
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Asahi Breweries have confirmed their long-anticipated take-over from ABInBev of the Carlton
United Breweries (CUB) business in Australia, now that all regulatory approvals are in place.
This makes the third phase of Asahi buying former SABMiller operating groups (following
Grolsch/Peroni/Meantime, and the Central European groups). This makes the editor, former
SABMiller employee, wonder why SABMiller and Asahi did not join forces years ago.

We’ve updated our Q1 Financial Reporting table (Table #8) with the addition of ABInBev and
Asahi results for major brewers, and also the first-half results for newly independent United
Malt Group (former GrainCorp Malt) in Table #9. As you can see the brewer results validate
the severity of the COVID-19 hit to global beer volumes, for example ABInBev down -9.3% for
the Quarter after having positive months of January & February. Asahi reported a similar tough
month for March and similar to ABInBev, provided guidance for an even worse April.

Major Brewers 2020 Q1 Results

Table #8

Table #9

Brewing Company

Beer Volume
(%)

Net
Revenues
(%)

ABInBev (USD)

-9.3%

-5.8%

-13.7%

Global brands -11.0% in Home
markets (-17.5% outside)

Heineken (EUR)

-2.1%

5.6%

3.9%

Heineken Brand +5.0%

Carlsberg (DKK)

-7.6%

-7.4%

N/A

Non-Alc +5%; Craft +1%

MolsonCoors (USD)

-8.3%

-8.7%

-16.6%

EBITDA
(%)

Asahi (Yen)

-5.5%*

Source: RMI Analytics

*reported as -5-6%

United Malt
Group

Group
Revenues

EBITDA

EBITDA Margin

(AUD)

(%)

+9%

664.4M

11.7%

First-Half FY'20
(AUD)

-6.7/5.6% -5.5%/-22.1%

Note: Comparisons were made to the original guidance provided at the time of de-merger.

Notes

Vol: NA -7.8%; Europe -10.0%
Japan Domestic March Volume
-19.0%; April forecast -35%

Key Financial Notes
Processing:Rev. +11%, EBITDA
+7%
W & D*.: Rev. +3%, EBITDA -29%
* Warehouse & Distribution

Firstly, in our opinion the formation of a stand-alone publicly traded malting company, United
Malt Group, is significant for the industry and a very positive step in our view by providing
increased financial transparency for a major maltster. Some may argue this benefit was the
case previously within the GrainCorp structure, but we see it as being much more. For example,
we now have insights into the debt levels of UMG made clearly more visible in their capital
raising efforts this past week to reduce their debt-ratio and solidify the Balance Sheet (AUD
140M raised through share sales to pre-existing major shareholders).
The UMG results reflect activity through March 31, 2020 and provide a maltster’s view into the
COVID-19 impact as the Warehouse & Distribution Division is primarily Craft Brewer focused.
The 29% drop in EBITDA includes inventory write-offs but nonetheless begins to show the
resulting COVID-19 impact (e.g. on-premise shutdown).

Industry News
Government Stimulus: A Phase 4 Stimulus Plan (proposed 3 Trillion) in USA has been approved
by Congress’ House of Representatives (unlikely to gain Senate or Presidential approval) and
partially focused on providing further direct payments to Americans. Phase 3 is being discussed
included $1,200 payments to many individuals and Phase 4 could include similar, even larger
support payments. For small/medium business, the next round is expected to provide payroll
tax cuts.
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COVID-19
We are entering a critical period in which re-opening
or the ‘Great Unlocking’ is taking place. Image #X
provides a view to the new case trends for China and
the Rest of the World. Data out of China indicates
that the broader re-opening and re-starting of the
economy is gaining traction.
In the USA, re-openings of 48 of 50 States or at
least partially re-opened but with concern about lack
of proper social distancing remains high. Offering
some encouragement, Slovenia has announced the
end to the COVID-19 pandemic as their new case
numbers have dropped to very low levels.

Image #7

Unemployment is a major impact from the COVID-19 that necessitated social distancing and
business shutdown, but in the USA the rate of new unemployment application is slowing.
Expectations are the gradual re-opening of economies that will put people back to work,
reducing unemployment levels that are exceeding the 2008/9 global banking crisis. Re-opening
and people working will boost the recovery of beer consumption, desperately to save small
brewers and bring beer/malt demand back on-line.
Lion Nathan Australia (Kirin) has announced their achievement to be the first large-scale
brewer who is carbon neutral. This announcement was made in November 2019 and already
has been achieved through a combination of carbon reduction initiatives and by acquiring
carbon credit offsets for any remaining carbon balance. Congrats to Lion on this
accomplishment – we expect to see other brewers following down this path of carbon
neutrality. Link: https://www.lionco.com/media-centre/lion-is-first-carbon-neutral-brewer
Constellation Brands raised their stake in the marijuana company, Canopy Growth, to 38.6%
(they hold further options to increase the stake to 55.8%). Constellation Brands was one of
the first big beverage companies to move into cannabis and this transaction illustrates an ongoing commitment to a world beyond alcohol.

In a related cannabis topic, we noticed with interest the UK Company, Green Times Brewing,
which offers CBD, beer-based beverages including a low-alcohol (0.5%) IPA. In particular this
combination of low- alcohol and CBD hits on these two potentially very big trends for beer and
could open a huge new consumer base for non-traditional beer drinkers.

___________________________________________________
A list of selected public information sources used in the production of the BRMJ can be
found upon request.
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